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Abstract
KATELIN A. FIELDS. Effectiveness of the Modeling Method Pedagogy in Montgomery
County, Tennessee Secondary Biology Classrooms (Under the d irect ion of
WIL LODEAN D.S. BURTON).

Purpose: The need for United States science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
education reform is press ing; physics, chemistry, and bio logy are tradit ionally viewed as
difficult subjects to teach and to comprehend. It is vital to research and implement the
most effective method(s) to teach these subjects. A physicist at Arizona State Univers ity,
Dav id Hestenes, developed the Modeling Instruction Program (MIP) as an alternative
physics pedagogy to the traditional lab/lecture classroom; his student, Malcolm Wells
adapted the MIP to high schoo l physics. After teaching, testing, and revision, the presentday modeling method is centered around the development of reasoning skills, which lead
to forma l thought. The MIP was introduced to the Clarksvi lle-Montgomery County
School System (CMCSS) biology department in the 20 I0-2011 schoo l year, where it was
piloted in one high school; by the next school year, six of the seven CMCSS high schools
contained one modeling biology class.

Methods: The 20 10/20 11 Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP) end
of course (EOC) predicted and observed biology scores of one CMCSS school and the
20 11 /2012 scores of six high schools were analyzed to determine if the Mode ling
Instruction Program made a significant impact on the scores. In add ition to EOC scores,
attendance records of the 2011/2012 part icipating classes were provided. Each modeling
and non-modeling class was observed for the purpose of confirming instructional

differences and fidelity to the MIP. Non-modeling and model ing instructors were
interviewed during the course of the study. Data analysis included Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) and student t-tests to compare the average predicted and observed TCAP EOC
scores between non-modeling and modeling classes in each school as well as schools as a
whole.

Res ults: For each modeling class, the predicted TCAP EOC scores were higher than the
non-modeling cohorts, though the study did not conclusively show higher EOC gains for
modeling classes over non-modeling classes in every case.

Disc ussion/ Co nclu sion: Important factors to the success of biology modeling are
teacher training and fidelity. Even though biology modeling is in its preliminary stages of
development and also of implementation in the CMCSS, the results suggest that it is a
promising addition to the curriculum. The need for future research which would track
biology model ing scores through further years of implementation is necessary.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

In an ever expanding global economy driven by science and technology, a critical
level need for fundamental educational reform, particularly in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) has arisen. In many ways, the United States educational
system lacks institutional mechanisms for rapid change, thus leaving the most practical
conduit of change at the local level of the classroom.
The need for students to perform better in the science classroom is pressing.
Never before has so much knowledge been compi led about student performance; this is
due in large part to annual statewide student assessments. Several prominent reports have
been produced which draw attention to systemic deficiencies in nationwide STEM
education; e.g., The Nation's Report Card in Science (Grigg, 2006), Glenn Commission
(2001), and The Program for International Student Assessment (2006). When the
National Assessment of Education Progress released The Nation's Report Card in
Science in 2005, the results were sobering as they indicated that US students were failing
to meet goals relating to science knowledge and ability. The assessment found that less
than one-third (29%) of US 8th graders and one fifth (18%) of US 12 th graders show
proficiency in science. The Program for International Student Assessment Report
compared 30 global educational systems and found that US 15 year olds, on average,
scored lower in science and mathematics literacy than their international peers. The
Glenn Commission (2001) found that the teaching style employed by math and science
teachers reflected the same sty le used two generations ago; they asserted a critical aspect
of reform was in improving the quality ofK-12 math and science teaching (Hestenes,
20 10).

The need for refonn, particularly in physics, chemistry, and biology, is pressing
as these subjects are traditionally viewed as difficult subjects to teach and to comprehend.
Science is a sk ill and students must be involved in doing it to develop successful content
knowledge and fonnal thought; therefore, it is likely that pedagogy involving a heavy
emphasis on student inquiry would be most successful in deepening science content
knowledge and developing good scientific practice. The importance of good science
instruction leads to the vital need for research and then implementation of the most
effective method(s) to teach these subjects.
High school is a critical time for students to progress from concrete thought to
fonnal thought; it is also a time for students to develop not only an appreciation for
science, but also the ability to think critically and engage in intelligent debate and
discourse (Jackson, Dukerich, & Hestenes, 2008). Additionally, students encounter
principles of science daily, even hourly; students are likely to develop misconceptions
about biological concepts if they do not have the abil ity to use formal thought. The
National Research Council (2005) found that students commonly develop misconceptions
about science before undergoing science instruction and that the students carry these
misconceptions into the classroom during instruction; the students then have difficulty reconstructing their knowledge base with correct information. Lawson and Renner (1975)
found that 40-75% of post-secondary students do not achieve formal thought, the highest
level of intellectual development. This research suggested that adapting science curricula
to provide more hands on experiences could be a remedy to the deficiency in intellectual
development.
As a result of the need for refonn in the science classroom, it is necessary co
investigate new instructional methodologies wh ich stimulate fonnal thought, address
misconceptions, and deepen content knowledge. The traditional method of teaching

biology relies on the transmission of knowledge from the teacher to the student; it is
characterized by giving explicit directions, lecturing over material, assign ing textbook
work, and eliciting correct answers. Modeling instruction (also known as the Modeli ng
Instruction Program) is an alternative to traditional biology instruction; it deviates from
the traditional yesteryear, teacher dominated lecture, lab, and textbook method of
instruction.
The foundation of modeling rests in the idea that humans learn by recognizing
patterns and then forming analogies that allow for the construction of mental models;
these models become a regular part of classroom curriculum, evaluation, and discourse.
The models are created to represent a system; they focus on particular aspects of the
system in order to explain phenomena, while also developing the conceptual knowledge
required (McLaughlin, 2003). The students are actively engaged in identifying variables
then connecting the relationships between variables. This fosters a critical thought
process and a well-deve loped conceptual understanding of the topic (Wu, Hsu, & Hwang,
2010). Hake (1998) found a strong correlation between conceptual gains and active
engagement of university physics students. Novak (2002) fo und that meaningful learning
occurs when students are engaged in collaborative active learning.
While the traditional method of teaching is teacher centered, modeling is student
centered; modeling embraces a constructivist approach which keeps students engaged in
articulation of phenomena and constructi ng conceptual mode ls. Class content is
organized into models allowing the students a firm foundation to then apply the
phenomena to problems. The students are actively engaged while working problems,
exp laining solutions, and answering questions on personal whiteboards. A majority of
class time is dedicated to lab activities about which the students must come to a
consensus because the teacher does not g ive explicit direct ions. Instmction is organized

in model ing cycles that require students to develop models, then evaluate and apply them
(Wells, Hestenes, & Swackhamer, 1995).
The modeling cycle can be divided into two stages: modeling development and
modeling deployment. The teacher generally begins the cycle with a demonstration and
class discussion of the proposed question. The students form small groups to collaborate
about how they will plan and conduct their experiment to answer the question ; this is a
time where they are able to formulate relationships between variables. The groups must
present and justify their ideas in both the oral and written form; they must identify cause
and effect variables here. The teacher guides student inquiry during this process and is
prepared to confront common student misconceptions by guiding the students to
articulate and j ustify personal beliefs about the physical world. Once the experiment is
planned, the teacher provides necessary apparatuses and only gives safety instructions.
The students conduct the experiment and then analyze the data with whiteboard
presentations and classroom discourse. The whiteboard should contain the findings of the
group in verbal, diagrammatic, and graphical representations, as well as a justification of
their conclusion (Wells, Hestenes, & Swackhamer, 1995).
In the model deployment phase, the teacher brings closure to the experiment and
gives students selected problems and activities in which they must employ the knowledge
they just gained from the model. The students work in groups; the discourse from the
groups is one of the most important aspects of modeling. The refinement of the model
comes in various ways including lecture demonstration, film/video clips, and reading
assignments. In the model deployment phase, the teacher w ill often ask the students why
they took certain steps to solve a problem or experiment; the goal of mode l deployment is
to increase student d iscourse and further develop formal thought (Wells, Hestenes, &
Swackhamer, 1995). A successful modeling student will not on ly have a strong

foundation of content knowledge, but will also have achieved formal thought. The
achievement of formal thought allows the student to reason through complex and often
abstract scientific processes rather than rely on the memorization of a process or formula
(McLaughlin, 2003).
Due to the popularity of the Modeling Instruction Program in physics, modeling
was adapted for physical science in 2000, and chemistry in 2005. By 201 I, 48 modeling
workshops, which averaged 1S days in duration, were offered across 32 states; over 4000
high school teachers and 550 middle school teachers had attended at least one modeling
workshop. Additionally, 24 Singaporean and three Australian teachers traveled to the
United States to attend the workshops (Jackson, 2011). As displayed in Appendix A,
biology modeling was the most recent addition to modeling and was not developed at
Arizona State University, but by Dr. Anita Schuchardt at Shadyside Academy in
Pittsburg, PA. In 2012, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and New Jersey were
the only states to host a biology modeling workshop for local teachers in the area
(Biology, 2012).

Modeling in Montgomery County, Tennessee:
Montgomery County, Tennessee is located in the northeastern portion of
Tennessee and borders Kentucky; its largest city is Clarksville and it is home to Ft.
Campbell Military Base and Austin Peay State University. According to the 2011 US
Census, Montgomery County maintains a population of 176,619 residents, with nearly
24,000 residents identifying as veterans. High school graduates make up over 90% of the
population, while 22.7% of the populace holds a bachelors degree or higher. Persons
living below the poverty level make up 14.7% of the Montgomery County population
(United States Department of Commerce, 201 1).

In Tennessee, teachers from Hamilton, Montgomery, Wilson, Putnam,
Rutherford, Scott, Davidson, and Shelby counties have attended modeling workshops in
physics, chemi stry, or biology. These workshops were counted as professional
development under the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) requirements for high quality
professional development as they seek to improve both content knowledge and classroom
practices. Many times, the funds to attend the workshops were obtained by NCLB funds
(T. Cheatham, personal communication, November 201h, 2012). It is clear that bio logy

modeling is the most recent addition to the Modeling Instruction Program; therefore, the
CMCSS is on the forefront of a cutting edge pedagogy which has the potential to show
great success in the biology classroom.
Before modeling was introduced to CMCSS, an inverted science curriculum was
implemented as a measure of STEM reform; once the inversion occurred, a more hands
on, algebra based pedagogy was needed to teach physics to ninth graders. CMCSS
adopted the Modeling Instruction Program to be implemented in addi tion to the inverted
curricu lum . Traditionally, ninth graders took physical science, tenth graders took biology,
and eleventh graders took chemistry. By inverting the curriculum, ninth graders took
Physical World Concepts (PWC , which is modeling physics), tenth graders took
modeling chemistry, and eleventh graders modeling biology (See Table I). Modeling
students should have left eleventh grade biology well equipped to successfu lly navigate
twelfth grade elective STEM classes, such as, Advanced Placement engineering or
molecular bio logy.

Table I
Science C lass Seauence or Non-m odclinv- and ModelinP CMCSS Students

Grade

Non- Modelina

Modelino

9th

Physical science

Physical World
Concepts

!0th

Bio]oov

Modelino Chem istrv

11th

Chemist!".'

Modelimi: Biolo~

In the CMCSS pilot trial , ninth grade students were given the opportunity to
volunteer for PWC as an option for the required science coursework. Schools were asked
to select a heterogeneous group of freshman. The groups were truly heterogeneous as a
variety of previous test scores were present; special education students were also included
in the pilot trial. CMCSS schools were given the following guidelines in selecting
freshman for modeling; however, they were suggestions and thus, not enforceable:
a) Select a heterogeneous group of students who may have low abstract
reasoning and need concrete learning experiences, and who are also taking
Algebra I.
b) Students who made 14 or higher on the science reasoning EXPLORE ACT test
would be expected to have the greatest success rate in PWC. If students, who
made lower than 14, are placed in the class, they should make up no more than
25% of the class. (The EXPLORE ACT test is given to eighth graders and is
similar to the ACT in that it contains a science section and helps schools and
parents identify academic weaknesses and strengths in their students).
c) Students with poor attendance should not be considered for PWC.

d) Plan a maximum of two to three sections per sc hoo l with each section having
no less than 20 students.
e) Phys ics mode ling teachers must have endorsements in chem istry or physics.
Chemistry teachers must have a chemistry endorsement and biology
teachers must have a biology endorsement.
f) Teachers must be wi lling to commit to two weeks of training for three
summers. Thj s training was hosted by Clarksv ille Hi gh School and was funded by
a state Math and Science Partnership grant.
g) Teachers should be given support via monthl y after school modeli ng meetings
fo r each subject (D. Rudolph, personal communication, January I 3th , 20 12).

After the initial modeling students navigated physics and chemistry, biology
modeling was introduced to the CMCSS bio logy department in the 20 10/201 1 school
year where it was piloted in one high school; by the next school year, six of the seven
CMCSS high schoo ls contained at least one model iryg biology class. As of the 20 12/2013
school year, all seven CMCSS high schools possessed at least one biology modeling
cl ass.
This study sought to critically examine and compare biology end of course test
scores of modeling versus non-model ing classrooms in six Clarksville, TN high schools.
Teacher partici pation in this study was vo luntary; participating teachers provided average
attendance records. The alternative hypothesis stated that students learning in a mode ling
classroom would achieve higher levels of learni ng, thus producing higher end of course
test scores than non-modeling classrooms. The nu ll hypothesis stated that there would be

no difference in the end of course scores between students learning from modeling and
students learning in a non-modeling classroom.

Review of the Literature

In 1980, David Hestenes, a theoretical physicist, began physics pedagogy research
at Arizona State University; this science and cognition research would lead to his
subsequent development of an alternative physics pedagogy called the Modeling
Instruction Program (MIP). In 1983, Malcolm Wells, a high school physics teacher,
began to see the need for a new method of teaching his high school physics classes; Wells
realized that the traditional lecture/ lab structure was not conducive to a deep
understanding of the principles of physics. Therefore, he began to research the MIP and
wou ld later adapt it from the college physics classroom to the high school classroom
(Wells, Hestenes, & Swackhamer, 1995).
Halloun and Hestenes (I 985) showed that there was a significant gap between
students' beliefs about the physical world and Newtonian concepts of it. They showed
this by developing a Mechanics Diagnostic test which served as a baseline test in
evaluating students' understanding and misconceptions of Newtonian physics. Wells, et
al. ( 1995) began studying under Hestenes at Arizona State University whi le continuing to
teach high school; this juxtaposition of simultaneous teaching and research allowed Wells
to expertly adapt Hestenes ' modeling to a version which could be employed in a high
school classroom.
Wells ' , et al. (1995) adaptation pursued scientific inquiry and was laboratory
based; the central focus was on student- centered instructional design and rendered act ive
engagement a core tenet of the classroom. In the classroom, Wells became a Socratic
guide rather than an authoritarian figure; the students were guided by a series of questions
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in which they had to account for each step they had employed to solve a problem. To
faci litate a deeper classroom discourse, he developed "white-boarding." Groups were
given 24 x 32 whiteboards to outline their class presentations, which has now become a
central tenet of modeling classrooms.
For his research, Wells et al., (1995) employed two other physics pedagogies,
cooperative inquiry and the traditional lab/ lecture method, to compare to hi s own
modeling method. Wells taught the cooperative inquiry and modeling classes, while an
experienced colleague taught the traditional method. Cooperative inquiry was a newly
emerging pedagogy which involved a student- centered method of instruction and
required active engagement and laboratory based inquiry. Three separate classes wi th 24
students each were included in this study; students studied the same topics of mechanics
in approximately the same time frame.
Using cooperative inquiry, Wells devoted 70% of class time to lab activities whi le
the remaining 30% was devoted to study groups and textbook problems. This was in stark
contrast to the traditional teacher centered lab/ lecture physics classroom, which generally
uti lized 80% of class time for lecture, homework problems, and demonstrations and 20%
to lab activities. In the modeling classroom, 70% of class time was spent on lab activities
and 30% on the modeling cycle. Afterward, each class took the At/echanics Diagnostic;
the modeling classes' post-test scores were 19% higher than the cooperative inquiry class
and 15% higher than the trad iti onal class. The lower traditional and inquiry class post-test
scores revealed that the traditional students did not have as good an understand ing of
Newton ian concepts as the modeling class, and thus were unprepared to problem so lve.
As a result of such successful data, Hestenes and Wells ( 1995) wrote a National
Sc ience Foundation (NSF) grant which helped develop workshops for teaching modeling
to high school physics instnictors. In 1992, after the grant was rewarded, the Afechanics

II

Diagnostic was improved to create a newer, more comprehensive Force Concept
Inventory and Mechanics Baseline. The Force Concept Inventory (FCI) showed the
numerous sc ientific misconceptions which students bring into the classroom with them.
The FCI test was developed to test basic physics concepts and show common
misconceptions (DeHaan, 2005). It clearly showed that traditional instruction did not
produce concept mastery of physics (Klymk.owsky, Garvin-Doxas, & Zeilik, 2003).
After receiving the grant, Hestenes and Wells focused on recruiting two groups of
high school physics teachers to attend modeling workshops; the workshops introduced

teachers to modeling, assisted teachers in the redesign of their high school physics
courses, and examined educational research. The implementation of the workshops led to
the realization of how vital teacher expertise was in determining the overall student
experience in the classroom (Wells, Hestenes, & Swack.hamer, 1995).
By 2000, the Modeling Instruction Progran1 was one of seven programs (out of
134 submitted programs) labeled as a promisi ng K-12 educational techno logy program
by the United States Department of Education. In 2001, a U.S. Department of Education
Expert Panel evaluated 27 K- 12 sc ience programs and only recognized two, including
modeling, as exemplary programs (Jackson, 2008).
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CHAPTER II
Methods

TCAP EOC Da ta
Upon receiving APSU Institutional Review Board approval (see Appendix D),
the 2010/2011 and 201 1/2012 non-mode ling and modeling student biology Tennessee

Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP) end of course (EOC) scores were analyzed
to determine if the modeling student averages exceeded non-modeling averages. The
pre liminary scores from 2010/20 11 were provided from one biology modeling teacher
and one non modeling biology teacher from one Clarksvi lle high schoo l, whereas the
2011/2012 scores comprised six CMCSS high schools. Each student had an
individual ized TCAP EOC predicted score (also called Tennessee Value-Added

Assessment Score [TV AAS]) that was based upon his/her prior standardized state
assessments from grades 3-8, such state assessments included: TCAP Achievement,
TCAP Writing, ACT EXPLORE, PLAN and ACT. Each year value was added to each
students' individual score to create a predicted score of growth for the next academic
year.

Da ta Analys is
The predicted and observed scores of each non- modeling and modeling bio logy
class were obtained; the difference in the scores was meant to reveal the growth or lack
thereof for each student on an individual basis. Tests of central tendency were used to
determine the average value added growth for each class. A student t-test was used to
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determine if there was any significant d ifference between modeli ng and non-modeling
classes in each school.

One way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to ascertain if there was
a significant d iffe rence between all six modeling classes and all six non-modeling
biology classes. One way ANOVA was also used to determine if there was any
significant difference between the average value added growth for the classes of the six
mode ling teachers in six schoo ls. The same was done for the classes of six non-modeling
biology teachers in six schools. Lastly, one way ANOVA was used to determi ne if there
was any significant d iffere nce between the six schools, where mode li ng and nonmodeling averages were grouped together and represented as one entity for the school.

Atte ndance Data
In addition to TCAP EOC scores, attendance records of the 2011 /20 12
participating classes were provided. School wide student demographics, graduation rates,
and numbers of suspensions and expulsions were a lso acqui red.

C lass room Observations
Each model ing and non-modeling cl ass was observed fo ur times eac h during the
spring 20 12 semester; the purpose of the observations was to confi rm instructional
differences and fide lity to modeling. During eac h announced or unannounced
observat ion, a checklist was comp leted and notes taken to reflect the content,
instruct iona l strategies, modeling fide lity, and student engagement in class activities (see
Appendix C). No n-modeling and mode ling instructors were interv iewed during the
course of the study in the spring of 20 12.
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CHAPTER III
Results & Analysis

Pre li minary TCAP EOC Data from 2010/2011
In the 2010/ 2011 biology modeling pilot trial of school one, modeling students
did not meet their average predicted scores, while their non-mode ling cohorts did meet

their predicted scores (See Table 2). However, a student t-test found no significant
difference between the two value added gains. The average predicted scores for modeling

students were nearly 25 points higher than their traditional cohorts; this could have been
because these students were eleventh graders compared to the ir tenth grade non-mode li ng

cohorts.

Table2
Preliminary 20 10/ 201 I School One Modeling/ Non-modeling Biology TCAP EOC Scores: Predicted,
Observed, and Value Added scores for each class (M=modeling; N=non-modeling).
Schoo l I
1-M
.!.:..!'.:i

Av2 Predicted TCAP EOC
A vP- Observed TCAP EOC
Avu Value Added
t-test: Two-Sample Assum ing
Unequal Variances
(a= .05)

n= 25
705 ± 32
709 ± 5 1
4.12 ± 38

n=S0
731 ±23
728 ± 22
-2.82 ± 16
FailtoRejectH 0

TCAP EOC Da ta from 2011/20 12
For each of the modeling classes in the 2011/2012 school year, the average
predicted TCAP score was higher than the same score for non-mode ling biology. Table 3
shows that three of the six schools (schools one, three, and six) model ing classes on
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average, met and exceeded the value added predicted scores. In schools two, four, and
five, modeling students on average did not meet or exceed predicted scores. The
modeling students in school two had the highest predicted score (753) to meet of all the
biology modeling and non-modeling classes in the study; in the observed scores, this

class was nearly three points below the predicted score. For the non-modeling classes,
schools one and two did not meet their expected scores; however, schools three, four,
five, and six met and exceeded their predicted scores. 1n schoo ls one, two, three, fi ve, and
six, there was no significant difference between modeling and non-modeling gains noted
by a student t-test; however, there was a significant difference in the mode ling and nonmodeling gains of school four.

Table3
2011/20 12 Schoo ls 1-6 Modeling/ Non-modeling TCAP EOC Scores:
Predicted, Observed, and Value Added scores for six Montgomery County, TN high schools (M=modeling; N~nonmodeling).
School
1-M

.1.:1!

2-M

~

3-M

J:r:!

4-M

4-N

n• 6-i

na Jl

n• 27

n• 7l

n• 26

n• 26

n• J8

n• 70

737±
28

704±
36

753±
29

717±
30

7 17±22

692±
28

729±
21

695±
28

709± 31

706±
32

725±
26

712±
34

739±
21

692±
60

750±
22

716±
40

726± 19

695±
35

727±

18

707±
28

699± 70

713±
49

734±
23

720±
29

2.0±
21

- 11.6
± 49

-3.0
±16

-1.8±
32

9. 1± 13

2.9±
23

-2.-1±
17

11.S±
23

- 10.2±
69

7.2±
J•

S.9±
12

7.9±

A,g
P red icted
TCA P
EOC

Mg
Observed
TCAP
EOC
Avg Va lu e
Added
t-lcst:T,, ..
s,.. .,.,,.,....;~,

,YQ-.~;:~;:,
.os

Fail to Reject

Fail to Reject

Ho

Ho

Fail to Reject Ho

Reject Ho

Fail to Reject Ho

One way ANOVA (a= .05) comparing modeling between six CMCSS schools
fai led to reject the null hypothesis showing that means were the same and there was not a

i,

Fail 10 Reject

Ho
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significant difference between modeling biology EOC scores in the six schools.
However, one way ANOVA (a= .05) results comparing non-modeling biology EOC

scores between six schools did reject the null hypothesis, indicating means were not the
same and a significant d ifference was present among the non-modeling biology EOC
scores in six schools. Lastly, a one way ANOVA (a= .05) grouping the mode ling and
non-modeling bio logy EOC value added scores for each school, then comparing the
schools, showed that there was a difference between the six schools.

Stude nt Attendance and Demograp hic Data

For 201 l/2012, absentee reports for both modeling and non-modeling classes
ranged from 4.6 to 8.7 per school year. School five had the lowest modeling gains (10.9); it also had the highest number of absences (8.1) of all six modeling classes (See
Tab le 4). Though individual class discipline referrals were unattainable, school-wide data
were collected. For each of the six schools, expu lsions were 1.5% or lower fo r the
201 l/2012 school year. The number of school wide suspensions was 10.9% or less in
every school. The male to female ratio was fairly consistent at l: I in each school; the
same was true in the classes observed (See Table 5). School three tied for the highest
school-wide percentage of absences, the lowest graduation rate, and the highest number
of suspensions and expulsions; school three also had the lowest predicted score for nonmodeling and the second lowest predicted score for mode ling. School six, which had the
second highest modeling (8.9) and non-mode li ng (7.9) score gains also had the second
highest graduation rate (96.8%) and lowest number of suspensions (5.3%) and expulsions
(.5%) of all six schoo ls.
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Ta ble4
2011 /2012 Attend a nce & Demog rap hic Da ta fo r Six CMCSS Schools: Number of periods taught, total
students per c lass, class attendance rate, school-wide attendance rate, and school-wide graduation ra te (M=
modeling; N= non-model ing).

School

1-M

1-N

2-M

2-N

3-M

3-N

4-M

4-N

5-M

5-N

6-M

6-N

3

2

2

4

2

2

2

4

2

5

1

5

64

32

27

73

26

26

38

70

20

83

19

111

5.8

4.6

5.3

6.9

5.45

6 .7

6

8.1

7.3

6.9

# of Class

Periods

tauaht
Tota l
Students in
Clas s

Avg
Absences

6.6

8.7 2

Total
Students in
School
School
Attendance
Rat e(% )

1354

1429

961

1165

900

871

94.9

96

94.9

95.9

95

95.3

94.2

98

90.6

95.5

94.1

96.8

Sc hool
Graduation
Ratel %)

Table s

201 1/2012 Montgom ery Cou nty, T N Student Demogra ph ics: Re presentations of studen t demogra ph ics for s ix CMCSS
High Schools, inc luding: total students, gende r, ethnic, attendance, suspension, and expulsion demographics.

1354

51

49

19.8

71.9

5.8

2.4

94.9

94.2

1429

5 1.2

48.8

21

70.2

6. 1

2.7

96

98

94
(6.9%)
110
(7.7%)

961

51

49

41.9

43.1

10.7

4.3

94.9

90.6

(10.9 % )

1165

49 .5

50.5

41.7

41.4

12.5

4.4

95.9

95 .5

900

51.4

48.6

8.4

86.4

3.7

1.5

95

94.1

87 1

49.5

50.5

37.9

42.7

15 .6

3.8

95.3

96 .8

15 ( 1.1 %)
19 ( 1.3%)

!05
89
(7.6%)
82
(9.1%)
46
15.3%)

1--1(1. 5% )

12(1%)
13(1.4%)
4L5%)
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C lassroom O bserva tions (Fideli ty)
To measure fidelity to the modeling program, instructional differences between
modeling and non-modeling classes, and student engagement, each modeling and nonmodeling teacher was observed four times during the study; classroom observations were
both announced and unannounced (See Table 6). During each observation, an observation
checklist, deve loped by CMCSS STEM Coordinator, Dale Rudolph and adapted by the
principal invest igator, was completed to measure instructional fidelity, record classroom
activi ties, and note student engagement (D . Rudolph, persona l communication, January
13 th , 2012). The same observation checklist was used for model ing and non-modeling
observations (see Appendix C). Though the checklist was helpfu l in quantifying aspects
of modeling fidelity, it did not take into account any other factors other than those which
were observed in that specific class period. For example, ifa class had just completed a
lab experiment or a white -boarding day the day prior to the observatio!1 and were
engaged in discourse regarding the experiment or an introduction to a new model, the
checkl ist would not have taken this into account.
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Tablc6
Observed C lass room Behaviors Specifi c to Modeling: Percentage of classroom observations in
which behaviors specific to modeling occurred.

Percentage of observations where beh avior occurred

Teacher Behaviors
Teacher interacts with stude nts during
data collection, by ask ing questions, and
focusinP students' work.
White boarding is used in the classroom
an d the teacher monitors it.
Teac her facil itates "board meeting" by
ask ing appropriate questions, provid ing
feedback, and addressing
misunderstandinPS.
Teacher elicits responses 10 probing,
hi gh-level questions through the ent ire

School
I
100

100

100

100

100

100

25

100

75

50

50

25

25

100

75

25

100

100

100

25

50

100

100

75

75

75

100

100

50

25

25

25

lesson.
Student Behavio rs
Students work in groups for the majority
of class time.
Students desig n lab act ivity where they :
set up experiment, make appropriate
measurements, observe phenomena and
identify variables that can be measured.

Students ana ly;ze and interpret data.
generate concl usions, and create correct
models.
A cohesive learning community is
present as students actively engage each
other in discou rse.
Students reflec t on thei r !earning
through journaling or other various
writin activities
Total
Fidel ity Ranking (I = greatest
fide li tv)

75

75

100

100

25

50

75

100

100

75

25

50

100

25

75

625

750

25

600

400

50
450

600
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Classroom Observations (Student Engagement)
During each observati on, student engagement was noted at 10 and 30 mi nu tes into the
class; the number of stude nts on task was counted and thi s was used in determining student

engagement percentage. Classroom observations in fi ve out of six schools showed th at modeling
produced higher student engagement percentages than non- modeling cohorts. Overa ll , modeling
stude nts were more engaged in classroom acti vities, critica l thought, cl assroom d iscourse, and
presentations than non-model ing students (See Figure 1).

I~

erail St udent Engagement in

j

I

Class Activities of 11/12
Modeling and Non-modeling

·

Biology Classes

120.00

10000

~

El

.
~!
i!> I

80.00

■ M

60.00

~
l
'if'. ,

■ N

40.00

20.00

0.00

l Schools
Figure 1: Class engagement percentages of modeling & non-modeling classes in six
Montgomery County High Schools
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Teacher Interviews:
Teacher interviews were conducted for each of the 12 participating teachers (see
Appendix B). Though 2011/20 12 was the first year for most of these teachers

10

mode l,

the average years of overall biology teaching experience for model ing teachers was 15.5
years, while the average teaching experience for non-modeling teachers was 9.8 years.
All teachers had some variation of a biology background and were highly qual ified in

their subject.

When asked about the strengths of modeling instruction, modeling teachers
identified the fo llowing: depth of understanding, connections between concepts, whiteboarding, age of students, student discovery which led to increased content retention, and
development of critical thinking ski ll s; teachers indicated some challenges of modeling,
such as: chaotic at times, novelty, scarcity of time, difficulty getting student part icipation,
and students not receiving honors credit for honors work. When asked abo ut strengths of
non-modeli ng, non-modeling teachers noted its proven years of effectiveness, familiarity,
and time effic iency; teac her indicated challenges with non-mode ling, such as: too much
memorization and not enough critical thinking, less hands on, students ' lac k of chem istry
prior to taking biology, and difficulty in keeping the attention of the students.
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CHAPTERIV
Discussion
For each of the modeling classes, the average biology TCAP EOC predicted
scores were higher than their non-modeling cohorts. This could have been due in part to
the fact that the modeling classes were comprised of eleventh graders, whereas their nonmodeling cohorts were tenth graders. Some modeling students did not have a predicted
TCAP EOC score because they had not taken certain previous key assessments in TN;
these students were omitted from the study.
For modeling, only three of six schools met or exceeded TCAP EOC predicted
scores, whereas four of six non-modeling schools met or exceeded TCAP EOC predicted
scores. These results are somewhat surprising due to the higher level of student
engagement and class discourse in modeling classes versus non-modeling classes.
However, student t-tests found no significant difference in modeling and non-modeling

TCAP EOC scores in five out of six schools. These results suggest that biology modeling
may have great potential to raise value added scores in the future even though it did not
for the 10/ 11 and 11 / 12 school years. As biology modeling teachers become more
comfortable with modeling techniques, it is likely that student engagement and discourse
will increase, which would then possibly affect value added gains.
Initially a goal of the study was to collect discipline referrals for each class in
addition to attendance records. While attendance records were easily obtained, the school
system did not provide individual classroom discipline referrals. It is probable that these
would not have provided much relevant infonnation to the study because they were such
a low percentage of the entire student population. However, the number of school wide
suspensions and expulsions was able to be ob1ained. This information was helpful
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because both attendance and discipline issues play a large role in classroom management,
student retention, and student success.

As discussed in the results section, school three tied for the highest school-wide
percentage of absences, the lowest graduation rate, and the highest numbers of
suspensions and expulsions; school three also had the lowest predicted score for nonmodeling and the second lowest predicted score for modeling. A possible explanation for
these results could be that this school is geographically near Ft. Campbell Military Base
and receives many of the students of military fami lies. The transient nature of these
students' educat ional careers could contribute 10 the ir academic progress, attendance
record, and graduation rate.
In classroom observations, for five of the six modeling teachers, the number of
students consistently engaged in class activities was higher than the ir non•modeling
cohorts. Modeling required greater student engagement because it required the students to
break into small groups to plan how to solve the problem in model development, conduct
lab activities to support or refute their hypotheses, and then to present their findings to the
class via white•board ing. Their non•modeling cohorts on average did not spend as much
time actively involved in classroom activities, but rather time was spent passively
listening to a lecture and perform ing lab activities which they were given explicit
di rections for.
The discourse that emerged in modeling classes before and after lab experiments
was perhaps one of the most important aspects and distinguishing factors of modeling.
This discourse suggested a deeper conceptual knowledge and abi lity to entertain and
critique other ideas, thus fostering formal thought. This process mirrored such processes
that the professional scientific community engages in to discuss and test scientific
questions.
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Classroom observations lent perspective to teacher fidelity to modeling and
confirmed instructional differences between modeling and non-modeling classrooms.
Modeling teachers in schools four and five yielded the lowest TCAP EOC value added
gains of the six modeling teachers; these teachers also had the lowest student engagement
percentage and the least modeling fidelity. It is important to note that the use of
individual white boards in the classroom does not necessarily equate into white-boarding
described in modeling.
Though white-boarding is a staple of modeling, it seems that one of the most
important distinctions between modeling and non-modeling classrooms is the studentbased inquiry which is displayed through student discourse surrounding the models and
lab activities. The teacher is responsible for eliciting probing questions which initiate this
discourse. It is not enough to incorporate aspects of modeling into the classroom; the
teacher must be fully invested in the centering of the curriculum aroW1d models,
proficient in acting as a Socratic guide, possess the ability to ask high level questions, and
have the willingness to relinquish some control of the classroom to provide room for
student inquiry. Modeling teachers in schools one, two, and six were particularly
excellent at eliciting probing questions which led students to engage in high level
discourse; the student engagement percentage in these classrooms reflected these teachers
abilities to lead their classes into high level discourse.

Study Limitations:
This study was limited by the lack of extended data due to the novelty of biology
modeling in CMCSS; it is recommended that several more years of data be complied and
analyzed to measure the prolonged effect of modeling instruction on biology student
TCAP EOC observed scores.
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CHAPTERV
Conclusion
Historically, biology is a subject that is thought to be quite difficult to
comprehend and apply; furthermore, the field of science is thought to be a field too
comp lex for many students to pursue careers. Both teachers and methods of science
instruction are large influencing factors for middle and high school students who are
considering further pursuit of scientific studies. The difficulty of bio logy, coupled with
the need for nationwide, fundamental, educational reform creates a necessity to find the
very best instructional methodologies so that students are given the best chances to be
successful in both the classroom and life.
Additionally, the middle and high school years are critical to student development
of formal thinking; therefore, teachers should seek pedagogy that develops, requires, and
rewards formal thought. Because of the Modeling Instruction Program ' s success in the
physical sciences, it is a worthy endeavor to continue to research its effectiveness in the
biological sciences, particularly in Clarksville-Montgomery County School System. The
CMCSS is on the cutting-edge ofpedagological research by employing the Modeling
Instruct ion Program and inverted curriculum to its science program.
Though the value added EOC score results did not indicate a significant gain of
modeling students over non-modeling students, it is much too early to suggest modeling
is not a valuable addition to CMCSS biology curriculwn. The failure of the t-Test to
reject the null hypothesis for five of the six schools showed that even though four nonmodeling teachers exceeded predicted scores and only three modeling teachers exceeded
predicted scores, the difference between the scores in five of the six schools was not large
enough to report that a significant difference existed. The novelty of modeling for both
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the teachers and students in this study suggested that further research should be done to
examine value added EOC results for the 2012/2013 school year for modeling classes and

beyond.

Modeling instruction requires much planning and a deep content knowledge on
the part of the teacher; it is understandable that teachers need much training and support

in order- to successfully maintain fidelity to modeling instruction. Intense dedication to
subject matter and instructional methods are required for educators to continue to be

experts in the field of teaching. It is recommended that teachers continue to undergo
highly specific and meaningful professional development to prepare them to model
effectively. It is also recommended that monthly biology modeling meetings continue to
occur to provide support for teachers to collaborate, reflect, and plan how to best develop
and deploy models with their community of peers. It is important to continue to provide
curriculum support to these teachers so that they can collaborate on ways to maintain
modeling fidelity, provide helpful feedback on past activities, collaborate on improving
teacher practice, and push each other to find new ways to encourage formal thought in the
classroom. Another recommendation is that as new teachers are trained to model in
biology, experienced modeling teachers dedicate time and effort to mentoring these new
teachers.
The high student engagement and promotion of student inquiry for nearly every
modeling classroom suggested that the cutting edge modeling inslruction shows much
promise in CMCSS high schools and that modeling fidelity may play a large part in the
rates of student engagement and overall success in meeting and exceeding TCAP EOC
predicted scores.
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APPENDIX A
Nationwide Prevalence of Modeling Instruction in 2012
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Nationwide Prevalence of Modeling in 2012
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Image: A map of The Modeling Instruction Program's distribution across the United States as of
2012. Physics, chemistry, and physical sc ience are grouped and indicated as '"PCP Science,''
while biology is indicated in the inset map in the lower right. "K- 12 School'' indicates
Kindergarten- 1th grade locations which hosted modeling workshops to train loca l teachers how
to model. "U ni versity" indicates post-secondary institutions which hosted mode ling workshops
fo r high school teachers and not necessarily university faculty.
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APPENDIXB

Instructor Interview Form
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Instructor Interv iew
Interview No._ __

Date._ _ __ _
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Grade: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Subject.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Modeling/non-modeling instruct ion:. _ _ __ __ _ _ __

1)

How long have you been teaching?

2)

Is your educational background in biology or another science?

3)

What are some strengths of the Modeling lnstruction Program?

4)

What are some weaknesses of the Modeling Instruction Program?

5)

What are some strengths of the traditional lecture/Jab instruction?

6)

What are some weaknesses of the traditional lecture/lab instruction?

7)

In your opinion, do the various ages of your students influence their
comprehension and retention of biology?

8)

Have you noticed a gender difference in the overall success in biology in your
classroom?
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APPENDIXC
Biology Classroom Observation Checklist
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Biology Class room Observation Checklist

Date _ _ _ __

Period

Announced (Y/N) _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School _ _ _ _ _ _ Visit (circle one)

1

Comments

1. Clear, relevant standards
are guiding the lesson and

students are aware of these
standa rds.
2. Students work in groups
for the majority of class time.
3. Students work individually
for the majority of class time.
4. Teacher interacts with
students during data
collection, asks appropriate

questions, and focuses
students' work.
5. White boarding is used in
the classroom and the
teacher monitors it.
6. Teacher facilitates "board
meeting" by asking

appropriate questions,
providing feedback, and
addressing
misunderstandings.
7. Classroom is arranged with

desks clustered together to
facilitate group work.
8. Classroom is arranged with
individual desks facing a
central whiteboard.
9. Teacher checks for student
understanding with a variety
of formative assessment
strategies.
10. Teacher checks for
student understanding using
summative assessment
strategies.
11. Teacher elicits responses
to probing, high-level
questions through the entire
lesson.

2

3

4
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12. Students are given time
to participate in a lab activity.
13. Tea cher organizes lab
equipment for students to

use and monitors student
use.
14. Students set up
exper iment using availa ble
equipment and make
appropriate measurements.

15. Students observe
phenomena and identify
variables that can be
measured.

16. Lecture is used as a large
part of classroom instruction.
17. Models are used as a
large part of classroom
instruction .
18. Students analyze and

interpret data, generate
conclusions, and create
correct models.

19. Students are actively
engaged throughout the
lesson.
20. A cohesive learning
communi ty is present as

st udents engage each other
in discou rse.

21. Students are given time
to reflect on thei r learning
through journaling or other
va ri ous writing activities
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January 27, 2012
RE: Study number 11-068
Dear Ms. Fields
Thank you for your recent submission of requested revisions. \Ve appreciate your cooperation
with ll1e human research review process.
This is to confirm that revisions for Study# 11-068 have been approved. This approval is subject
to APSU Policies and Procedures governing human subject research. The full IRB may still
review lhis protocol and reserves the right to withdraw approval if unresolved issues are raised
during the review.

Your study remailt'i subject to continuing review on or before January 13, 2013. unless c\0:;ed
before that date. Please submit tl,e appropriate form prior to January 13, 2013.
Please note that any further changes to the study must be promptly reported and approved. Some
changes may be approved by expedited review; others ,equire full board review. If you have any
questions or require further information, you can contact me by phone (93 l-221-7467) or email
Ula,,i.:nportdcti::1psu.1.~du).

Agai n, thank you for your cooperation with the. APSU IRB and the human research review
process. Best wishes for a successful study!
S;!Jce~lyYJ

{:-tJ-tw(,!cu~~~
Doris Davenport, Ch:iir
Austi n Peay Institutional Review Board
Cc: Dr. Willode,.n Durton

